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The usual suspects: The RAO offers various services to the retired military community. It is staffed by volunteers

RAO Matters
Vol. 1, Number 1, June 2018 http://jusmagthai.com/rao.html, http://jusmagthai.com/rao.html

Have you checked it out lately?

Tips, updates from the Web Page
“RAO Matters” provides
information from the web
page, updated May 2018
GI Bill
The VA recognizes
many Thai institutions of
higher learning for the GI
Bill, meaning you can
use your Montgomery or
Post 9-11 GI Bill at these
institutions.
Note that most frequently only certain departments within institutions accept the GI Bill.
To check which institutions and departments
worldwide and the subdepartments within those
institutions accept the GI
Bill, go the GI Bill

WEAMS website and
click on the button "to
search by country, click
here."
Remember that to use
the GI Bill, you must
have a Certificate of Eligibility (COE) from VA.
If you do not have one,
you can apply at Veterans
Online Application Site.
NOSTRA
Naval Ophthalmic Support & Training Activity
(NOSTRA). If you are
retired military and eligible for other medical
services, you are authorized to receive a limited
quantity of standard issue
spectacles per year. How
to Order: Retiree.

Email: NOSTRACustomerService@med.navy.mil.
Social Security
If you are receiving
SSA benefits and are
residing outside of the
U.S. for more than six
months, you should update your address with
SSA. Your benefits will
be suspended if your address is not updated. If
you are updating your
U.S. address to an address in Thailand, you
will need to fill out Form
SSA-21 and submit it to a
U.S. Embassy or Consulate. If you are updating
an address within Thailand, contact SSA Manila
directly.

Say What???
The RAO Bangkok

volunteers are considering the creation of a series of living history interviews with personnel

who have served in the
area.
If you are interested in
participating in this project, please let us know
by calling the office.
We are open to all

ideas.
Somewhat related, we
would like to offer highlights of the newcomers’
briefing on line. Again,
let us know if you’d like
to help with this project.

Contact VA
The VA-preferred
method of contact for
inquiries by internetusing veterans residing
overseas is via IRIS.
Using IRIS gives you
24/7 contact ability as
well as a date-time stamp
on your inquiry or submission. For inquiries,
IRIS is more reliable than
Telephone, Fax, or standard Mail. General
Tel: 1-800-8271000. Veterans Can Now
Schedule Appointments
Online with Smartphones (at some VA facilities, VA website has
the list).
More tips Page 3

Footnotes
Some of the URLs
on the RAO web
page may not be responsive. Generally,
if you paste these
links directly into a
browser, the links
will connect.
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Thrift Savings

TSP Withdrawal Options Bill Becomes
Law — See Link below
https://www.tsp.gov/whatsnew/
Content/index.html#withdrawalbill

November 17, 2017,
President Trump
signed into law the
TSP Modernization
Act of 2017, which
will provide TSP
participants with
more flexible withdrawal options.
The law eliminates
the statutory prohibition on multiple postseparation withdrawals and multiple agebased withdrawals
while a participant is
still working. It also
removes the restriction that participants
cannot take partial
post-separation withdrawals if they’ve
already taken an agebased in-service
withdrawal.
Though it has no

effect on required
minimum distributions mandated
by the Internal
Revenue Code,
the law also allows separated
participants who
are over age 70½
to remain in the
TSP, eliminating
the requirement to
make a withdrawal election on
an entire account
balance. Participants will also be
able to stop
monthly payments, change
payment frequency, or elect to
purchase an annuity while receiving monthly payments.
The Executive
Director of the
FRTIB has the
authority to establish parameters
regarding this
new ability to take
multiple withdrawals, and the
law gives the
FRTIB up to two
years to make the
regulatory and
operational
changes necessary
to enact these
changes.

Contact us
RAO Director: Tom Friend, MSGT
USA (Ret)
Tel: +66-02-287-1036 Ext. 165
Fax: +66-02-285-6228
Office Email:
raothailand2@jusmagthai.org

Many of the RAO clients have Thai spouses.

Thais that can bind

A

ccording

to Thai Law on line, if
you’re married to a Thai
or contemplating a wedding, Thai civil law has
many provisions and
stipulations. Some of
these regulations can be
found here:
http://www.thailand
lawonline.com/thaifamily-and-marriagelaw/civil-law-sectionsconditions-of-marriage
Section 1448. A marriage
(in Thailand under Thai
marriage and Family
Laws) can take place
only when the man and
woman have completed
their seventeenth year of
age. But the Court may,
in case of having appropriate reason, allow them
to marry before attaining
such age.
Section 1449. A marriage
cannot take place if either
the man or the woman is
an insane person or adjudged incompetent.
Section 1450. A marriage
cannot take place if the

man and woman are
blood relations in the
direct ascendant or descendant line, or brother
or sister of full or half
blood. The said relationship shall be in accordance with blood relation
without regard to its legitimacy.
Section 1451. An adopter
cannot marry the
adopted.
Section 1452. A marriage
cannot take place if the
man or woman is already
the spouse of another
person.
Section 1453. In case of
the woman whose husband died or whose marriage has become terminated, the marriage can
only take place if not less
than three hundred and
ten days have elapsed
since the termination of
her previous marriage;
unless:
a child has been born
during such period;
the divorced couple remarry;
there is a certificate
issued by a qualified doctor who is a lawful physical practitioner in medicine showing that the
woman is not pregnant;
there is an order of the
Court allowing the
woman to marry.
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First room on the left

Read all about it (and him, her)
RAO – Been booked
lately? If not, drop
by and RAO reading
center and check it
out. For sure, if
some of the best
things in life are free,
then some of the next
best things are on
loan as soon as you
enter the RAO office.
Hosting a collection of books, periodicals and DVDs,
the RAO library operates on an honor
system that provides
countless selections.
By one estimate
there are approximately 2000 volumes, 700 DVDs and
an ever changing
number of maga-

R
A
O
RAO Matters is a publication of the RAO,
Bangkok It is meant
solely to publicize the
web page and to offer
information from other
service providers.
No commercial endorsements or promotions are intended. Comments are welcome:
raothailand2@jusmagthai.org

RAO’s library has 2000 books and 700 DVDs donated by RAO members and friends.

zines, brochures, flyers and other assorted boredom busters.

Each item has
come via donation.

As with all RAO services, volunteers
staff the facility, and
the main keeper of
the literary flame
says, “Many thanks
to all who have con-

tributed books and
magazines to RAO
library. Your generosity is most appreciated by all retirees
who use the library.”

JUSMAG web tips ( continued from Page 1)
A useful URL for
vets living abroad is,
https://
www.benefits.va.gov
/persona/veteranabroad.asp?
utm_source=vba_ho
me&utm_medium=c
arousel&utm_campai
gn=abroad&utm_con
tent=20180305. On
the right-hand side is
an email sign up box
to receive updates.
The US Department of Veterans Af-

fairs offers a comprehensive web site including “Media
Room” which offers
the latest updates.
https://www.va.gov/
opa/pressrel/
Vital Rec. com
( http://
www.vitalrec.com/
is a web site that
contains links for
searching all government records including Birth Certificates, Death Re-

cords, Marriage Licenses, Divorce Decrees and also provides Guidelines for
ordering.

If you’re searching for Thai records
Thai Amphurs
(http://
www.amphoe.com/
main.php ) is a useful
site that offers English translations and
links to Thai ministries and banks.
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Just what the Dr. offered
VA Compensation & Pension (C&P) Physical Exams •
(Unofficial Guide for Veterans in Thailand from a medical friend
https://www.benefits.va.gov/compensation/claimexam.asp.
RAO, Bangkok—The following VA compensation information is provided by a medical professional with extensive experience in assisting veterans in Thailand.
This unofficial guide covers VA C&P Physical Examinations (“C&P exam”), and not the full
disability benefits claims process. To begin, a C&P examiner’s case involvement is limited to the
exam and he/she doesn’t know the status of a Veteran’s claim (only a VA regional office can answer questions about your claim). As a doctor who has performed a number of C&P exams, I have
found that some Veterans arrive well-prepared for the exam, while others have not. Prudent Veterans actively manage their claims throughout the entire process.
A C&P exam is for a medical evaluation, not treatment. Being thoroughly prepared for your
exam may lead to a favorable disability rating decision from the VA and possibly avoid the need
to appeal one or more rating decisions. Appeals can be lengthy—even years. There is always
something new to learn about this process. I have compiled a list of tips and advice I have learned.
Your Contact Details. Ensure Pittsburgh VA Regional Office has your current local mailing
address, phone number, and email address, and that you are readily reachable. Insufficient evidence due to a missed C&P exam can result in an unfavorable rating decision.
Scheduling and Payment. The VA uses either Veterans Evaluation Services (VES) (VA contractor) or the U.S. Embassy to schedule a C&P exam (based upon the medical condition being
evaluated). For VES-scheduled exams, you will be given a brief questionnaire to complete followed by an appointment time and location for the physical exam (facilities list is non-releasable).
VES pays the examiner directly; there is no invoice, receipt, or medical certificate. Embassyscheduled C&P exams require you to pay 100% up front (out-of-pocket) for the exam, and then
file a claim with the VA Foreign Medical Program (FMP) for payment consideration. Some diagnostic tests can be quite expensive, so plan accordingly.
Service and Private Treatment Records. Leave nothing to chance! Obtain and organize your
treatment records by topic in chronological order. Also obtain relevant diagnostic films (MRI, CT
Scan, X-Ray, etc.) and other material claim evidence. Do not assume that because you have submitted to the VA a copy of your treatment records and other evidence, or because you have previously been seen at a VA medical facility, that you don’t need the information in those records for
the C&P exam. Bring records to your C&P exam anyway just in case the examiner hasn't seen
them or needs information in it (make it easier for him/her to help you). For embassy-scheduled
C&P exams, the VA typically does not provide the Veteran’s claims file (c-file) to the C&P examiner. For VES-scheduled exams, the examiner is granted temporary electronic access to the Veteran’s c-file (until exam completion).
Veteran’s C-File. C-files are now electronic. A c-file is a disorganized series of scanned documents that are not in a useful or chronological order, and can be thousands of pages. In view of
this situation, telling the C&P examiner “the VA has a copy of all that stuff”, is unwise. Why
would you not want to help the examiner to have all pertinent, organized evidence in front of
them? What if the VA has misread or lost part or all of your c-file? Why risk the VA not searching
your entire c-file for evidence and your claim being rated “as-is”? It's always best to assume the
VA has mismanaged your c-file. During the C&P exam there will be insufficient time to search
through many records for dates and evidence. Preparation is key.
(Continued Page 5)
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(From Page 4)
Medical “Nexus Opinion.” Write a concise nexus opinion stating why you think your disability
and military service are related. Know medically how your condition may be service-connected;
please do not guess or base it on loose personal opinion. For questionable medical relationships,
the VA requires references from a reputable medical journal or textbook to accept the association.
There is no time for research during a C&P exam. Print out any references you think are relevant,
so the examiner can review the informaton for potential inclusion in the exam report. You generally don’t need these references if there is a clearly documented service related problem or for a
presumptive condition. Presumptive conditions (such as Agent Orange related conditions) are on
the VA website under Military Exposures.
Medical History Summary. Write a brief summary with important points and dates (timeline)
for each medical issue, and bring those with you to your C&P exam. The summary you prepare
may be the difference between claim grant and denial, or perhaps a 30% rating versus 10% (for
example). Avoid using legalese and don’t overwhelm your examiner. Use bullet points with brief
explanations of each and every treatment for that particular condition. What are your symptoms?
Frequency? Severity? Paint a picture of when and how often symptoms occur. For each evaluation
you have, one of the most important aspects is how that condition limits your ability to work. For
example, if you have arthritis or instability in one or both knees, then it might prevent you from
standing for prolonged periods of time or walking long distances, or you may have trouble using
stairs and ladders. The focus is on how the medical issue limits work related activities, or possibly
prevents you from maintaining gainful employment. Important dates:
a. When and where did you have an injury or first have symptoms?
b. When and where were you first diagnosed with that condition by a doctor?
c. When and where did you have tests, treatment, surgery?
List Your Medications. Prepare and bring a detailed list of your prescription and over-thecounter medications for each medical issue, including dosages, how you take them, and if any side
effects. Practically, you should have this list written down anyway, not just for the C&P exam.
You may also bring all of your medications unless refrigeration is required.
Disability Benefits Questionnaire (DBQ). A DBQ is the C&P exam report. More than 70
DBQs are published on the VA website (the names of the few DBQs not available for public use
are also listed). Reviewing the DBQ in advance will give you an idea of what the doctor will do
and the questions they’ll ask. Once more, write down important points and dates before the exam,
but do not specify a date if you are unsure. DBQs do not provide much space to write a lot of information, so just an outline is all that is typically needed. To sum up, even though it shouldn't be,
make it your job to ensure the C&P examiner has all the information they need and that they perform the proper tests during the C&P exam.
Medical Diagnoses. In most cases, please already have your medical condition diagnosed before
you come in for the C&P exam and bring in the medical note or test result that states what your
diagnosis is (an exception is if the VA has requested a specific diagnostic C&P exam). For example, if you think you have obstructive sleep apnea but have never been tested for it and come in for
the C&P exam, it will not be possible to complete the respective DBQ. There are a number of
DBQs like this. This means you need to do your homework. Find out from your personal doctor(s)
what your diagnoses are; know and understand what is medically wrong with you and write it
down. Write down new symptoms and physical limitations not already medically recorded. Keep
the list for your personal records. If you had a sleep test that you say shows you have obstructive
sleep apnea, but do not bring the test result to the C&P exam, the examiner cannot write obstructive sleep apnea on the DBQ. Seize the initiative, help yourself.
New Evidence. Managing your C&P exam is an integral part of actively managing your disability claim.
(Continued Page 6)
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(From Page 5)
If you have medical evidence that you have not yet sent to the VA, you can bring it to your exam
for review, however, the examiner isn’t authorized to submit that evidence on your behalf. Neither
the U.S. Embassy, VES, nor the C&P examiner are custodians of VA records, and for that reason,
it’s the Veteran’s responsibility to submit new evidence to the VA. Ideally, you should have already submitted all of your medical evidence, which generally helps the examiner to have the most
complete picture of your health status.
Be Punctual. Arrive at least 15 minutes early. Being on time shows that you take the exam
and results seriously. After all, why disrespect the examiner and reduce your already limited exam
time by arriving late? As well, be polite and courteous, and don’t waste precious time ranting
about the VA. An examiner only gets to see the Veteran for a set period of time. Most critically,
NEVER miss a C&P exam! If you do, it’s often cited as a reason for claim denial (or other unfavorable rating decision) being that the VA assumes you have abandoned your claim, and uses the
evidence on-hand to rate your claim “as-is”. If you missed the exam, and have a valid reason, contact the VA at once and try to reschedule the appointment.
Bring a Helper. Veterans sometimes underestimate their symptoms or may forget important
facts, so pending examiner approval, it’s a good idea to bring someone with you to the C&P
exam to help you remember, especially your spouse or a significant other that regularly sees you
and has witnessed your medical condition(s). Remember that your examiner needs to understand
how your medical condition impacts your daily life such as daily routines, your work, and your
relationships. A memory helper may prove beneficial.
Stick to Facts. Don’t try to argue your claim to your examiner. Your examiner only needs the
relevant facts that will help determine the severity of your condition(s) and potential link to military service. Stick to concise facts about your medical condition(s) and be prepared to describe all
related symptoms. Stay on point, avoid irrelevancies.
Be Truthful. Frivolous claims and issues hurt honest Veterans by delaying rating decisions VAwide. The VA often requests repeated exams over time and if the Veteran’s story differs each time
(other than medically-confirmed changes) there can be evidence credibility problems for a claimant. It may seem obvious, but it’s important that you don’t exaggerate or lie about your condition
(malingering). Some of the C&P exams require specific diagnostic tests to help determine the correct evaluation of the Veteran’s claimed medical issue. If a C&P examiner detects inconsistencies,
they are required to record these on the exam results. If you’re caught in a lie, expect your claim to
be denied and your full c-file to be re-evaluated.
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) Exam. More is not always better. Some Veterans
want to record as many bad things as possible on their exam that they have witnessed, with the
generally incorrect belief that the more they write the higher the disability rating. It is not seeing
something bad that is important on the PTSD exam. It is how that bad thing affects you. Most of
the Veterans I’ve seen that were granted service connection for PTSD had only one or two stressor
events. Writing down more typically will not award you a higher rating.
Increased Disability Compensation Exam. If your C&P exam is for a rating increase on a
service-connected condition, please bring to your exam the related VA rating decision that
awarded your current disability rating. The VA uses specific legal criteria in U.S.C. Title 38 to
award a disability rating, and the rating decision will explain to you why the VA awarded that rating. With that said, prior to filing a disability compensation claim for an increase in rating, it’s prudent you first review the VA rating criteria (Schedule for Rating Disabilities) for that condition to
see if you meet the criteria for a higher rating.
New Issues on Exam Day. The examiner cannot add new issues, forms, or tests to the C&P
exam unless it’s determined to be pertinent to the exam. For example, if VES requests a diabetes
exam, and the examiner determines during the exam that the Veteran has erectile dysfunction due
to diabetes, the examiner is allowed to add the exam for erectile dysfunction.
Continued Page 7
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But, if Veterans say they’ve also been having headaches that are unrelated to the diabetes, the examiner is not authorized to add the exam for the headache.
A “Review Examination”. The VA may request a Review Examination of a service-connected
condition. This exam may result in a current rating being continued or increased, or reduced or
severed (terminated). One such example of a reduction is for lung cancer. A Veteran may have
been awarded 100% disability for a year due to lung cancer and is then reevaluated after a year. If
the review exam shows no signs of cancer, the VA will likely propose reducing the rating. Rating
proposals usually have a short deadline so don’t set it aside and forget about it, else you miss the
opportunity to provide material evidence. A reduced (or severed) rating may also result in a reduction in monthly compensation. It’s better to take timely action on a rating proposal rather than to
appeal an unfavorable decision later.
Review Completed DBQ. Once the VA C&P exam report is finished, review your copy for accuracy. Doctors occasionally make mistakes too, and an error in a Social Security number, a misspelled name, or an error in a date or disease can occur. If you detect an error, contact the examiner as soon as possible; it can be corrected. Conversely, if the VA uses VES to schedule the C&P
exam, VA contract terms ban a Veteran’s review of the DBQ before submission to the VA, and the
examiner is unable to give you a copy being that DBQs are completed electronically on VES’ secure website (the examiner never gets a final copy). To obtain a copy of the exam results, you
must request it from the VA.
Examiner’s Role Ends. An examiner’s case involvement ends upon C&P exam completion.
Please do not expect or ask the examiner to keep adding on information later via addendums to the
same C&P exam report that has already been submitted to the VA. And again, please do not ask
the examiner about the status of your disability claim; examiners do not know.
VA Rating Decision. C&P examiners do not make rating decisions. After a C&P exam is completed and the results submitted to the VA, the VA will in due course decide the Veteran’s claim
(no set schedule); and will contact the Veteran directly. If you disagree with part or all of the rating decision, do not go back to the C&P examiner. Instead, the VA will stipulate in the rating
decision the Veteran’s Appeal Rights.

• FINAL NOTES •
Travel Expenses. In 2016, FMP ended travel/meals/
lodging reimbursement for C&P exams.
“Self-Requested” Disability Exam. When a Veteran “self
-requests” a disability physical exam from a private doctor
(using a VA DBQ), it is not an official VA C&P exam.
While it’s true that DBQs help to support the VA’s Fully
Developed Claims (FDC) Program, increasingly, the VA
seems to still be requesting C&P exams nonetheless.
 Closing Comments. This guide is not claims advice or a
substitute for official assistance, but may benefit some of
you who will have a C&P exam. Others are trained to give
advice about preparing and filing VA disability claims and
appeals, but the above tips from an examiner’s perspective
will hopefully help your C&P exam to run smoother and be
more productive. A C&P exam is a medical evaluation, not
treatment, and is time-limited. Arrive prepared. Minimize
unrelated conversation. Help your examiner to help you!
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A picture is worth1000 words
A look at the RAO Bangkok web page
Sneak a Peek
What’s Inside

Perusing the RAO
web site offers a host
of useful information. Click a link,
choose a tab. If you
can’t find something,
give us a call. We’re
here to help.

The informational
portal for retirees
opens with a look at
the RAO web site. It
has been recently
updated, and will be
monitored frequently.

